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EDITORIAL
November and December 2007 were watershed
months for the Australian Gliding Museum Inc. On
Saturday 10th November the announcement of the
Australian Gliding Museum Bruce Brockhoff Annex
was made officially public at an impressive
ceremony at Bacchus Marsh Airfield. The
establishment of this $100,000 hangar, storage and
workshop facility by a most generous donation from
Bruce Brockhoff will solve an immediate problem for
the museum with it’s ever increasing collection. More
detail of this important development appears
elsewhere in this newsletter, as we lose storage
facilities in Kilsyth and return the K7 trailer to
Bendigo Gliding Club, with much appreciation to
both for having made them available.

Sailplanes 1945-1965, Martin Simons

THE Australian Gliding Museum Inc (AGM) held a
presentation day, and the roll-out of the T31, on
November 10th, 2007, at Bacchus Marsh Airfield.
The event was particularly significant as, after eight
years of progress and hard work, a major supporter
was presenting a donation for the construction of the
first premises owned by the AGM, and the first
aircraft fully restored to flying condition was rolled
out.

On December 30th the Museum’s first airworthy
restoration, the Slingsby T-31b took to the air with
our President Alan Patching in command and Jim
Barton in the rear seat. The T-31b is described
elsewhere in INFOBASE which we hope can be a
regular feature in our newsletter where details of our
collection can be described.
Our other activities including restorations and the
construction of the Taylor Gliders has regained pace
after the Christmas season.
Unfortunately Geoff Hearn’s inspirational time as
Editor of our Newsletter has come to a close as
Geoff concentrates on a broad spectrum of aviation
history. His contribution is already sadly missed, as
a new Editorial team take on the responsibility.
David Goldsmith has taken on the role as Editor,
with much assistance from John Ashford. Geoff
has already offered his assistance to the new team
on a number of issues, and this is greatly
appreciated. The Newsletter has long received
considerable input from Graeme Barton, as AGM
Secretary, and Bruce Hearn, who organizes
printing. Both have indicated their continuing
support, and this is greatly appreciated.
Our New Members will be acknowledged next issue,
as Graeme Barton enjoys a very well earned
holiday! We wish to request suitable contributions at
every opportunity from our wonderful members and
friends, please post or e-mail your letter or article to
my address above.
David Goldsmith

Graeme Barton, Bruce Hearn, Bruce Brockhoff,
Jim Barton, Ian Grant and Alan Patching

After an introduction by AGM President Alan
Patching, Ian Grant, GFA Treasurer and VSA
President, spoke of the development of the AGM
and it’s importance in preserving Australia’s gliding
heritage. He then delighted the onlookers, not the
least Alan himself, by presenting a substantial
contribution by GFA towards Alan’s expenses in
going to the Island of Rhodes, Greece, to be
presented with the prestigious Lilienthal Medal at the
FAI Conference!
Bruce Brockhoff, well known Australian
International Team pilot and three-time winner of the
Australian National Championships 15 metre class,
supported the establishment of the “Australian
Gliding Museum Bruce Brockhoff Annex” at Bacchus
Marsh with a donation of $100,000. After an
entertaining dissertation of his joys and adventures
in gliding, Bruce made the presentation to the AGM
Treasurer Jim Barton, to the enthusiastic applause
of the large crowd. Among those present were two
recipients of the Australia Medal, a recipient of the
FAI Lilienthal Medal, three National Gliding
champions and one World Gliding champion - Brad
Edwards and son Markus had flown from Armidale,

NSW, to attend the ceremony. Bruce then took the
especially inscribed stainless steel spade to turn the
first sod for the new 18 by 20 metre building.
The AGM Bruce Brockhoff Annex is initially
to be used as a storeroom and workshop, as well as
an archive centre for memorabilia and gliding
publications. At the present time much of the AGM’s
collection is housed in member’s and friend’s sheds
scattered around Victoria. It is hoped to build a team
of volunteer restorers from the west side of
Melbourne to complement the AGM Ferntree Gully
Workshop team. The AGM is still working towards
opening our display at Point Cook as part of the
Duigan Heritage Centre.

FLYING THE T-31b VH-GDB
BY ALAN PATCHING
FIRST of all a few statistics about the glider. As far
as can be ascertained it was built in 1957 from a
Slingsby kit and had six owners before Bill Riley
gave it to the Australian Gliding Museum Inc.(AGM).
The flying history is unknown except that in the
period 1963 to 1966 the Wimmera Soaring Club did
294 hours.
Early in it’s life Cleve Gandy did some major repairs
altering the shape of the nose and enclosing the
cockpits. On it’s last flight with the Pioneer Valley
Gliding Club in 1975 it was damaged and then
acquired by Bill Riley.
The AGM spent over five years restoring the glider
except for the canopy and elevator trim. Finally on
30th December, 2007, after last minute problems
with tube inflation, the glider was towed into the air
by David Howse in Super Cub VH-GTX at Bacchus
Marsh.
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The T31 is the first glider to be restored to full flying
status by the AGM. The aircraft was the first in the
fleet of the Wimmera Soaring Club at Horsham in
1963, having been bought from the Royal Australian
Naval Gliding Association. It was taken back to
Horsham, for painting by Joe Luciani, and some
nostalgia for club members. It is finished in red and
silver. The T31 is enjoying something of a revival
with Laurie Simpkins recently restoring another to
flying status in Queensland.

Since there were a few unknowns I agreed with Jim
Barton, who was in the back seat, that the controls
would be exercised shortly after take-off with him
noting position of the stick. All went well and we
climbed to 2000 feet a.g.l. with no problems. After
some turns and stalls I handed over to Jim while I
enjoyed the experience of open cockpit flying.
Two eagles came to have a look and I waved at
them as they left to find some rising air. At first we
thought the cosim variometers were not working
properly as the red piston was at the top of the tube,
however slowing down from 45 knots to 35 knots
reduced the sink rate!! There was a very gentle stall
at about 30 knots with no tendency for either wing to
drop and recovery was immediate.
The FUST check was done and with 45 knots and
45 degrees down to the landing area the spoilers
were found to be very effective making for a very
easy landing right on the spot.
The flight took myself and Jim back at least 45 years
when we used to spend all day in the back seat of a
T-31. Open cockpit flying makes instruments almost
redundant, and I can see why so many pilots
objected to the fitting of canopies! Jim then flew with
John Ilett and Graeme Barton before another flat
tyre stopped flying.
A rear windshield is needed so that the front pilot
can be understood by the rear pilot. Also one aileron
had more droop than the other, but this could not be
noticed in any of the flying. As to be expected the T31 is an easy glider to fly with no vices.

SAVING THE SLINGSBY DRAWINGS
BY MARTIN SIMONS
At the end of World War 2 a whole lot of German
documents and drawings were captured (not to say
looted) from various places. Those of interest to
gliding people which fell into English hands, were
passed to the British Gliding Association. The BGA
apparently sent many of them to Fred Slingsby,
founder in 1933 of the firm Slingsby Sailplanes. He
retired in 1964.
As most readers certainly know, the firm had a
disastrous fire late in 1968. The drawing office was
burnt. Norman Ellison was a senior draughtsman at
Slings but even he did not know that there survived
a vast collection of drawings in the loft above the
main office building, which had not been destroyed.
One day as he was leaving via the main gate,
Norman on his bicycle saw a truck loaded with
papers. Among the rubbish were some rolls of
drawings. He stopped the truck and pulled off the
rolls. They were a set of the Elliott Olympia plans.
(Elliotts were no longer in business and Sling had
taken over all their stuff.) Norman saved all these
and soon afterwards advertised them in case
anyone wanted copies for repairs to the many
Olympias still in widespread use.
Soon after the fire the remaining factory site had
been submitted to a safety inspection. The office
building was found to have a long, narrow loft into
which every smallest piece of paper, every file, every
letter, every brochure, bank statements, newspaper
cuttings, every sales invoice and receipt ever used
in the Company, had been stored. Stored is not the
right word: dumped in total disorder is a better
description. The fire inspector and the insurance
company insisted that this loft should be cleared
forthwith. This is what the truck was doing, on Day 1.

the fire. (It wasn't me who lit it. Rumours abound
about how it started.) I visited Slingsby's works and
Norman offered to show me into the loft. We went up
the ladder and what was revealed was totally
appalling. Strangely, despite the insurance
company, it seems that only one truckload had ever
been cleared, because the rest was exactly as it had
been before. The roof was low and we had to crawl
over great heaps and heaps of papers that made a
layer about two feet deep, more in places. Rewirings had been done occasionally. Cables had
been laid over and through the papers, and holes
made to connect them to the lights and power
outlets below in the offices. Then more papers came
in to cover the wires. I guessed this had been done
three or more times since the building had been
erected. Fire hazard?
A water tank gurgled above the managing director’s
office. Roofs in this part of England were often (and
still sometimes are) made from slabs of sandstone,
half to three-quarters of an inch or so thick, laid like
tiles over the timbers and fastened with oak pegs. In
the Slingsby loft there was no 'sarking' or underlay of
waterproof material. The stone slabs were exposed
to be seen from below. In winter, snow blows
vigorously up and over such roofs, some finds its
way under the slabs and settles in small drifts
below. (The house where my parents and we two
children lived during the war, was like this. One of
my jobs after a snowstorm was to go up and remove
the snowdrifts before they melted to ruin the
bedroom ceilings.) Many of the papers in that
Slingsby loft were sodden, rotting, and mouseeaten.

Norman investigated the loft, clambering up a ladder
to do so. Conditions in there were incredible. (More
later about this.) The Olympia drawings were among
the most recent deposits. They had been near the
top of the heap, hence had been on that first truck
load. At the furthest end of the long, low and narrow
loft Norman found a pigeon-hole type of rack on
which all Slingsby's collection of drawings had, at
some time, been carefully rolled up and stored.
And forgotten.
Norman used this treasure trove to help him
assemble his book, British Gliders and Sailplanes,
published in 1971. He did not investigate much
further but did realize that there were some other
drawings lying about which seemed to be German.
In 1974 I was in England for the first time since, with
my family, I emigrated in mid 1968, months before

A microfiche of the blueprints for the Falcon III two
seat sailplane built by Slingsby in 1935. None of this
type survive but a Falcon 1 single seater was built
from the salvaged plans, and still exists

After crawling about forty feet with wooden beams
restricting us, we came to the drawing store and
sure enough, there were all the Slingsby drawings
dating back to the first Slingsby products, the British
Falcon, Hjordis, Dagling, Two Seat Falcon and so
on. Some were well wrapped up, others not. When
we tried to unroll some of the drawings (e.g. the
Hjordis) they simply crumbled as we touched them,
so we left them alone. Others were in relatively good
condition, depending on the kind of material they
had been drawn on. Tracing linen survived almost
perfectly though stained, good quality tracing paper
was sometimes nearly as good, blueprints had faded
or fallen apart and some yellow tracings had
disintegrated totally. There were some German
drawings. Norman promised to keep his eye on the
Slingsby ones in case the clearance trucks should
come back, but everything relating to the Company
had to remain where it was for the time being.
We agreed I should save the German materials and
I took away those I could find. Left where they were,
they might soon be lost altogether, or eaten by rats
as some already had been. Norman went back to his
work, leaving me to search. It took me several days.
There were some huge steel cylinders with metal
caps, often rusted on, that I could barely open.
Inside there was military material to do with wartime
experimental aircraft and plans for rocket propelled
target gliders. The Hengist military troop transport
was there, and the Baynes Bat, an experimental
tailless glider. I also found dyeline prints of the
Rhönbussard nearly complete, the Rhönadler 35 on
good paper in nearly pristine condition, and the
Habicht (incomplete). I met Klaus Heyn at the VGC
Rally at the Wasserkuppe later in 1974 and visited
his home. There was a replica Rhönadler rudder he
had made, hanging on the wall of his entrance
lobby. I mentioned I had rescued the drawings from
Slingsby's and it did not take long for us to agree
that he should have them so he could build the
'Adler. The photograph here shows these drawings
pinned up round Klaus’ workshop, which was in
another loft, but dry, above his home! He finished it
some years later, had to take part of the roof off the
house to get the bits out, and the result is now in the
W'ku Museum. I think he donated the drawings to
the museum too.

Klaus Heyn's loft, showing the Rhönadler fuselage
In 1978 I was attached to Cambridge University for a
few months. The late Mike Russell lived nearby in
those days and he and I, with Dave Braham, took a
glider trailer to Slingsby's. With permission from
George Burton (then the CEO), we took every
Slingsby drawing we could find from the horrible loft
and loaded them into the trailer. Mike stored them in
his large dry shed at his home for many more years,
and arranged for some very necessary sorting. I
took advantage of my contacts in Cambridge to have
some of them copied to microfiche. The British
Falcon plans were used to construct the Falcon that
was flown afterwards and is now, I believe, in the
Brooklands Museum. Eventually all the drawings
were given to the VGC and at present are stored at
Lasham in the VGC hut. I do not know what
condition they are in now but the VGC intends
getting them all onto film, or disc.
Fred Slingsby died in 1973, greatly mourned.
Norman Ellison left Slingsby’s a few years after our
adventures in the loft and went to work for Boeing. (I
met him again briefly, in Seattle in 1992.) He flew
with a gliding group in the USA, but died a few years
ago. Mike Russell died more recently in 2007.
Slingsby’s, now called Slingsby Composite
Materials, are no longer concerned with gliders, nor
with any kind of aircraft. I cannot report on
conditions in the loft today. It is unlikely that there
are any ancient drawings there still awaiting rediscovery.
But… I wonder!

At this time also I sent the Habicht drawings to Klaus
and he arranged with Peter Selinger to have
microfilms made. I did not see them again after this,
but Peter sent me aperture cards with the individual
35 mm frames nicely mounted. I felt it right for the
German drawings to be returned to their country of
origin but I don't think the Wasserkuppe Habicht, or
the brand new one built more recently by the Zahn
family, were from the drawings I found. At least one
other complete set exists in Germany.

Chris Wills, President of the International Vintage
Glider Club, is pleased to hear that the Australian
Gliding Museum Inc. Gull 4 is going to be restored.
The museum already has some Gull 4 drawings,
and more are being sought. Chris attended the
2007 International Vintage Glider Rally in Nitra,
and really enjoyed himself.

“Historic Aviation Site Soars To
Heritage Heights”
– Further Point Cook Announcement.
GRAEME BARTON
The above caption was used on the joint media
release of October 31, 2007, which announced the
inclusion of the Point Cook RAAF Base in the
National Heritage List.
The release stated “ Australia’s first military air base
and the birthplace of the Royal Australian Air Force
(RAAF), Victoria’s RAAF Base Point Cook, has been
honoured with inclusion in the National Heritage List.
The announcement was made today by the Minister
for the Environment and Water Resources, Malcolm
Turnbull, the Minister for Defence, Dr Brendan
Nelson, and Chief of the Air Staff from 1982-1985,
Air Marshall David Evans AC, DSO, AFC (Retd).”
The media release made reference to the major role
Point Cook has played in the development of the
RAAF and to its close association with aviation
pioneers like Sir Charles Kingsford-Smith.
Whilst previously, specific areas of the Base had
been listed on other heritage lists, its listing on the
National Heritage raises its status – the National
Heritage list is regarded as the highest level of
heritage recognition in Australia. The National
Heritage List includes sites such as the Kurnell
Peninsula, where Captain Cook first set foot in
Australia, and the Melbourne Cricket Ground. It is
understood that its listing is the first time on which
an operational defence base has been included on
the National Heritage List.
The Point Cook Airfield Preservation Action Group,
on which the Australian Gliding Museum has played
an active role, nominated the Point Cook RAAF
Base for inclusion in the National Heritage List and
Commonwealth Heritage List in February, 2004. It
was subsequently included on the Commonwealth
Heritage List in mid 2004.
Being listed on the National Heritage List, the base
is now protected under the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
Accordingly, the original seaplane and battleplane
hangars, for example, must be maintained and
cannot be altered unless in conformance with this
Act.
This announcement follows that made by the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Defence,
the Honorable Peter Lindsay MP, on September 20,

2007, that Defence will retain the Base as an open
working heritage base and that a civilian precinct
would be established there. This announcement was
reported in the December 2007 edition of Soaring
Australia.
A reply is still awaited from Defence on the
application submitted on behalf of some of the
volunteer museums, including the Australian Gliding
Museum, for allocation of a site adjoining the RAAF
Museum for erection of the Duigan Aviation Heritage
Centre. This proposed Centre, which is intended to
house a civil aviation and recreational aviation
museum, fits in well with the latest announcement
adding the whole of the Point Cook RAAF Base to
the National Heritage List.
Archiving Project.
An article in the January, 2007, issue of Soaring
Australia reported that the Australian Gliding
Museum had been awarded a Federal Community
Heritage Grant of $6,490 to fund a Significance
Assessment and Preservation Survey of its
collection of historical material. Both of these
reviews have now been completed.
Significance Assessment.
The significance assessment carried out was aimed
at assessing the value and importance of the
heritage items in the Museum’s collection. It was
carried out by a qualified historian with no previous
background in aviation history so the report was a
very independent report. It was also a very
disciplined report and, for the information of readers,
I have reproduced two key sections –the
Assessment Against Criteria section and the final
Statement of Significance.
“Assessment Against Criteria”.
Primary Criteria.
Historical Significance:
The AGM collection has considerable historical
significance, as it is able to strongly demonstrate a
theme in Australian history that is poorly reflected
and little understood elsewhere. The plans, drawings
, documents, photographs, journals, reminiscences,
biographies and autobiographies reveal an activity
that has not only been largely innovative, self taught
and ‘hands-on’, particularly in its earlier days, but
that has contributed quite significantly to a number
of developments in aeronautical engineering that
have benefited the larger and more commercial
elements of the industry.
Aesthetic Significance:
The craftsmanship and technical excellence of some
of the earlier gliders holds considerable significance.
The range of gliders in the collection shows the
development of design, construction and use of
different materials over the decades. The restoration
efforts by AGM volunteers, using methods of

construction appropriate for each glider, ensure that
the history of construction is not lost.
Scientific and Technical Significance:
There is some scientific and technical significance in
this collection. The technical drawings and small
amount of data on weather and flight patterns are
not able to shed light on scientific studies of today or
the future. However the scientific and technical
papers published by OSTIV have, according to the
recommendations of Alan Patching’s Lilienthal
award and accepted by the FAI, ‘lasting value to the
gliding community throughout the world’.
Social and Spiritual Significance:
Although the AGM is currently inaccessible to the
public, there is considerable social significance in its
collection held by its membership. Many have
donated and bequeathed a life’s worth of
memorabilia. There is a strong sense of camaraderie
amongst the gliding community and members are
eager that the museum be shared with all aviation
enthusiasts as well as drawing in the general public.
Comparative Criteria.
Provenance.
Most of the archival records provided by each donor
have been kept in their original format and
arrangement. The ownership and use of most of the
individual gliders donated is also known and
recorded.
Representativeness.
The AGM collection has tremendous capacity to
represent the history of gliding in Australia. It’s
collection of photographs, club records, biographies,
correspondence, gliding journals and magazines,
technical drawings, and technical, teaching and
safety manuals shed light on a range of gliding
history characteristics – from camaraderie,
friendship and club development, to design and
engineering elements, to teaching and training, to
adventure and sport, to competition.
Rarity.
There are no other collections or individual
examples of historic gliders to the extent the AGM
has anywhere in Australia.
Condition, intactness and integrity.
There is a high degree of intactness and integrity in
this collection. The range of journals and magazines
relating to gliding is very wide, and most have a
complete or almost complete series. The club
records of the Gliding Club of Victoria are complete,
as is the collection of material relating to the World
Championships in 1987.
Interpretive potential.
There is a high degree of interpretive potential in this
collection. It would be possible, particularly through
the club records, correspondence and technical
material, to interpret the history of gliding in this
country and all its characteristics.”

“Statement of Significance”.
The Australian Gliding Museum holds considerable
significance in its range of aircraft and its archival
collection. It has historical significance as a museum
that is able to demonstrate many themes in the
history of gliding in Australia, from the self-taught
days of glider building and flying, to the development
of complex technologies and navigation in the later
decades of the twentieth century. The history of
gliding clubs, camaraderie, competition and
adventurism is well represented throughout the files,
photographs, memorabilia and reminiscences.
There is aesthetic significance in the craftsmanship
and elegance of the early home made gliders, while
the technical plans and drawings contain historical
interest for their methods of construction that are no
longer in use today.
The papers presented to OSTIV and other leading
international gliding and aviation forums by Alan
Patching, for which he received the prestigious
Lilienthal Medal, are considered by the international
gliding community to be of ‘lasting value to the
gliding community throughout the world’ and provide
the Museum’s collection with some technical
significance.
The efforts that members are going to, to make their
collection accessible to the public and to build and
restore the examples of older aircraft, gives the
Australian Gliding Museum a social significance that
spreads beyond its immediate membership towards
the broader world of aviation and aviation heritage
enthusiasts of all types.
The Museum contains several gliders that are
unique or rare in Australia and internationally. While
the program of restoring as many of the aircraft as
possible to flight capability by using traditional
methods of construction relevant to each of the
gliders gives the collection a high degree of integrity.
There are many opportunities for interpreting several
themes in the history of aviation technology and
adventurism in this collection, but the lack of a
publicly accessible space to house and display the
collection in its entirety is a severe disadvantage that
renders this unique Australian collection insignificant
to the aviation and lay public of this country.”
In the near future, the erection of the Bruce
Brockhoff Australian Gliding Museum Annexe at
Bacchus Marsh (plans for which were not known at
the time of writing the Assessment of Significance
report) will go some way to addressing this concern
but the establishment of the proposed Duigan
Aviation Heritage Centre at Point Cook will ultimately
make our collection available for viewing by the
whole aviation and lay public.

The report went on to make a number of
recommendations, included in which was the
statement that “The AGM collection would be greatly
enhanced by the addition of a substantial oral history
collection that recorded the reminiscences, activities,
techniques, camaraderie and concerns of gliding
since the 1930’s if possible”. A start has been made
on collecting such oral histories and a number of
notable gliding pioneers have already been
interviewed.

THE NORM HYDE PHOTO ALBUM
BY PETER DOWLING

Hi David,
As promised below is what I know of the history of
the Norm Hyde Album in the National Library of
Australia (N.L.A.) Picture Collection.

Preservation Survey.
This survey was carried out by a qualified
conservator and covered, amongst other aspects, an
over view of the current condition of the collection
holdings, advice on practical low cost approaches to
their preservation, and recommendations on the
preservation strategy which should be put in place to
meet the longer-term aim of the AGM. It did not
cover preservation of our collection of historic
gliders.
The conservator found that the collection is in a
relatively sound and stable condition and that
current AGM collection management practice
reflects good practical archival preservation practice.
It identified four priority areas for attention – the
storage area, copying of collection items,
development of policies and guidelines, and training
of volunteers – and it contains extensive
recommendations in each of these areas. These
areas will be progressively followed up and acted
on.
The report recommends, amongst other items,
improved storage facilities, extensive repackaging of
our collection, the making of digital copies where
appropriate, and training requirements. The
recommendations will serve as the basis for the
submission of an application for an additional grant
later this year under the Federal Community
Heritage Grant Program.
The first priority, creation of an improved storage
area, will be addressed in the near term by the
construction of a suitable secure room in the
Australian Gliding Museum Bruce Brockhoff Annexe
at Bacchus Marsh. Here it is intended to consolidate
the archival collection, currently mainly stored at
members’ homes, and prepare it for ultimate public
access at the proposed Point Cook Duigan Aviation
Heritage Centre. David Goldsmith has volunteered
to work on our collection at this facility.

Ian Linke donated a Ka6 canopy that will fit the
Museum’s Olympia, and his donation is much
appreciated. For canopy work Ian can be
contacted on 08-82513780.

Norm Hyde created the album from photographs he
took himself in the 1930s and from photographs
taken by a number of his contemporaries, most likely
Dick Duckworth and Laurie Muir, as a number of the
photographs in the album also appear in their
collections as well as the collections of others. Born
in 1919 Norm would have been on been about 15 or
16 when most of the photos were taken in 1934 and
1935. It was common practice for these early gliding
pioneers to share their photographs freely with each
other ensuring that many of the early photographs
have survived for future generations to marvel at.

It appears the album was discarded after Norm’s
death as it was found on a rubbish dump by a
worker who contacted Don Darbyshire, a journalist
and well known collector of aviation and military
publications and memorabilia. Don’s older brothers
Dave (David) and Jim (James) were contemporaries
of Norm Hyde so Don would have realized it had
historical value.

Some time after Don Derbyshire's death on the 4th
May 2004 the Album was placed with Australian
Book Auctions P/L who sold it to the N.L.A. as Lot
239 on the 11th November 2006.
The N.L.A. scanned the album pages as individual
photograph images, for the most part with their hand
written captions and made the images available to
the public through their internet site.

The images can be viewed on the National Library of
Australia's internet site at the following address:http://www.pictureaustralia.org/index.html
In the 'Find pictures at' field simply type "Gliding
Victoria" and click on search.

For those who do not have internet access don't
despair. I have sought permission from the NLA to
create a document that contains all of Norm’s
photographs as well as commentary by Leo Dowling
and Charlie Lambeth, describing a number of the
photos that Norm has not labeled. This document
when completed will contain all of Norms
Photographs from his Album. I've
included a short unauthorized biography of Norms
life and his achievements in Gliding at the rear of the
document. The 50 odd page draft document
should be completed by the end of February 2008
and will be available to anyone who wants a copy of
it, either in a printed form or on DVD with digital
images of the original photographs. All rights to the
document and the DVD will be handed over to the
Australian Gliding Museum at that time.
The National Library of Australia Permission to
Publish number is:- NLA08/292 (granted 8/2/2008)
and that this number and the words National Library
of Australia should be included in any publication at
least once preferably below any photograph used, or
a line stating:- "the photographs used here have
been reproduced with the permission of the National
Library of Australia, permission No: NLA08/292"
Peter Dowling
Thank you Peter, it is certainly an important find and
given that the album was nearly lost forever at a
rubbish dump we are indeed lucky it was found.
Let’s hope this doesn’t happen in future, as the
AGM is ready to help. Thanks also for your work in
obtaining approval for publication and for producing
the DVD for the Australian Gliding Museum’s use.
David Goldsmith

WORKSHOP HAPPENINGS
BY ALAN PATCHING

The workshop volunteers have been working each
wednesday and friday with interruptions while they
have moved gliders when we lost our storage space.
Work on the Olympia restoration has reached an
advanced stage with the wings covered and ready
for painting.John and Chris are finding work in the
cockpit very difficult but have managed to find all the
components and their location.Graeme Bishop is
busy restoring the canopy frame so that the perspex
donated by Ian Linke can be fitted when the glider is
rigged again, however the catches are missing and
new ones have to be designed and made.
The three Taylor glider airframes are taking
shape with all the wooden compnents such as
spars,ribs and fuselage members cut and shaped
thanks to Jim and Ellis Walker. The laminating and
varnishing of the wing ribs has been done by
Graeme Barton and Dieter who has also made the
many turnbuckles from bicycle spokes.
We are still waiting for the metal fittings
along with financial support from possible areas,
both essential for completion of the project.
Cleaning and varnishing of the Lessing
glider is now finished and ready for reassembly.
Ian is preparing the Ka6br ready for a Survey to
return it to an airworthy state.Meanwhile the trailer
has had some necessary maintenance and rewired.
Vern and Frank have been toiling with the Great
Escape project and are about 60 percent complete

INFO-BASE
Slingsby sailplanes Type T31b
INFO-BASE will hopefully be a regular newsletter
item where details of the Museum’s gliders are
discussed and drawings and data presented.
Pride of the collection at the present time is the
Slingsby T31b. This is the first restoration of the
collection which has been brought to an airworthy
condition.
This summary is compiled by John Ashford with
thanks to Martin Simons for information from his book
“Slingsby Sailplanes”, and the drawing is from
“Sailplanes 1945-1965” also by Martin Simons.

HISTORY
The T31 is also called the “Tandem Tutor”
The Tutor was a Slingsby single seat design which
first flew in 1937! At one stage an engine was fitted,
becoming the “Motor Tutor”. This made the
progression to a tandem Two-seater relatively easy,
as much of the design and modification work for the
Motor Tutor could be used for the conversion of the
Tutor to tandem two-seat configuration. A prototype
flew in 1949.

Around 1950 the BGA became convinced that a
tandem 2 seater would be a better trainer than the
side-by-side T21, as the student would face little
change in their cockpit environment on conversion to
a single seater. This philosophy was used to great
success with the Schleicher K7 and K8. The T31
went into production around 1951. The prototype
and early production aircraft apparently had no
spoilers and were known as the T31A. The T31B
has small spoilers. Those supplied to the RAF Air
Training Corp (ATC) were known as the Cadet TX
Mk 3. The ATC must have been impressed with it as
they ordered 131 of them and one example is said to
have made 120,000 flights of about 3 minutes each!
The civilian clubs in Great Britain were not so
enthusiastic probably because of its poor
performance as a cross country glider. 69 civilian
examples were built by Slingsby and exported to
many countries. Our T31 arrived as a kit along with
one other. We believe these were constructed for
the owners by E. Schneider & Sons.

DATA Slingsby T-31
Dimensions
Wingspan
Wing Area
Aspect Ratio
Wing sections
Root
Tip
Length
Weights
Empty
Flying
Wing loading

13.2 m
15.8 m2
11
Go 426
Symmetrical
7.1 m
176 kg
376 kg
23.8 kg/m2

An interesting variant of the T-31 was the T-35,
known as the Austral. This was built at
Kirbymoorside to a special order from an Australian
gliding club. The wingspan was increased to 15.64
metres by the addition of extra rib bays on each
side, extending the tips, and the rudder was
enlarged to assist control of the longer wing in yaw.
The result was a worthwhile improvement in soaring
performance, and after arrival in Australia the T-35
made a useful contribution to the development of
soaring training in this country, flying with various
clubs including those at Waikerie and Renmark in
South Australia, and the RAAF club at Laverton. It
appeared as number 24 on the GFA register.
Homebuilt enclosed canopies were fitted at an early
stage in it’s career. The aircraft is now being
restored by the Australian Gliding Museum Inc.

THE T-3Ib, CLEARLY SHOWING CLEVE GANDY’S
CANOPY MODIFICATIONS, PROBABLY TAKEN
ABOUT 50 YEARS AGO
MEMBERS GATHER ROUND THE T-31b AT THE 2006 AGM

OLYMPIA WING CENTRE SECTION DURING PROOF LOADING

ANN VAN ALKEMADE INTERVIEWS
BRUCE BROCKHOFF AT THE PRESENTATION DAY,
WATCHED BY ANN’S DAD THEO.

SCHNEIDER ES-50 CLUB, WITH ALAN PATCHING, JOHN ILETT,
JIM BARTON, ROLAND MAEDER, AND CHRIS SAUNDERS.

THE FIRST RIGGING OF THE DUNSTABLE KESTREL. DOUG LYON REBUILT THE FUSELAGE AT HOME

